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 Journal of the Society for Army Historical Research 87 (2009), 225-233

 HOW FAR WAS THE LOYALTY OF MUSLIM SOLDIERS IN
 THE INDIAN ARMY MORE IN DOUBT THAN USUAL THROUGHOUT

 THE FIRST WORLD WAR?

 Philip Stigger

 The question as phrased acknowledges that the British did not fully trust Indians
 serving in the Regular British Indian Army in the aftermath of what they regarded
 as the Indian Mutiny of 1857, held by others to be the First Indian War of Inde-
 pendence. After that event, to guarantee internal security, the Army in India
 comprised the British Indian Army and Regular British Army formations in an
 approximate ratio of two Indian soldiers to one European. Consequently, the troops
 under the orders of the Commander-in-Chief in India on 1 April 1914 consisted of
 5,001 British officers, 73,155 British warrant officers, non-commissioned officers
 and men, and 150,574 Indian officers, non-commissioned officers and men.1

 The British Indian Army was divided also against itself along religious and eth-
 nic lines for two primary reasons. One was to reduce the risk of mutiny by any large
 cohesive force. The other was, as far as possible, to guarantee that, if difficulties did
 arise, metropolitan British troops would have potential allies to facilitate regaining
 control. To this end under normal peacetime conditions, one British Regular Army
 battalion invariably formed part of an infantry brigade of the Army in India, just as
 the largest single-Class formation in the British Indian Army was the one-battalion
 regiment. This practice was followed, as far as possible, in wartime. Thus, in 1914
 in France, the Ferozepore Brigade in the Lahore Division comprised the 1st Battal-
 ion, The Connaught Rangers, and three Indian regiments, one being the 57th
 Wilde's Rifles (Frontier Force).2 The 57th was made up of four Classes, namely
 one company each of Afridis, Punjabi Musalmans,3 Dogras, and Sikhs.4 Similarly,
 the Jullundur Brigade within the same division consisted of the 1st Battalion, The
 Manchester Regiment, and three Indian regiments, one being the 15th Ludhiana
 Sikhs.5 The 15th was a single-Class regiment made up entirely of Jat Sikhs.6

 What is at issue therefore against this background of, at best, qualified trust
 before hostilities commenced, is whether there was a more intense concern than
 usual about the loyalty of Muslim soldiers after the war started.

 Increased doubt about this arose first regarding the reliability of Trans-Frontier

 1 British Parliament Papers 1914-1916 (298) xlix 75: Statement exhibiting the Moral and Material
 Progress and Condition of India during the year 1913-14 , p. 122. Hereafter cited as BPP.

 2 Lt.-Col. J. W. B. Merewether and Lt.-Col. Sir Frederick Smith, The Indian Corps in France (Lon-
 don, 1918, reprinted by The Naval and Military Press), p. 10.

 3 Muslim Classes might be referred to in a variety of ways, including Musalmans, Mussalmans, or
 Mohameddans.

 4 Anon., Regimental History of the 4th Battalion 13th frontier Force Rifles (Wilde's) (Uckfield, East Sussex,
 reprinted by The Naval and Military Press, 2005), p. 86.

 5 Merewether and Smith, The Indian Corps , p. 1 1 .
 6 T. A. Heathcote, The Indian Army: the garrison of British Imperial India , 1822-1922 (Newton Abbot,

 1974), p. 100.
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 Pathans, men who came from the unadministered tribal areas between the zone of
 regular British Indian civil administration and the Afghan border in what is now
 Pakistan.7 Notwithstanding their idiosyncrasies, about 5,000 were serving in the
 Regular Indian Army on the outbreak of war,8 while a combined total of 27,523
 Trans-Frontier and Cis-Frontier or Trans-Indus Pathans were enlisted in the Indian

 Army or some military force on 1 January 19 15. 9 This doubt about Trans-Frontier
 Pathans was apparent very early in the war. In one Baluchi battalion to which Mah-
 suds were recruited, men failed to return from embarkation leave, while in another
 battalion some deserted when sent into tribal territory to attract men to the Colours.10
 More mixed incidents occurred once units reached the Front Line in France. On

 the one hand, a Yusufzai Pathan exploited a belief in their own propaganda among
 a group of Germans to gather intelligence, a feat repeated by a Mahsud.11 On the
 other hand, in March 1915 an Afridi Jemadar, a junior Indian officer, with fourteen
 other Afridis are believed to have succumbed to German blandishments and

 deserted.12 Two months earlier, the reluctance of Trans-Frontier Pathans to fight in
 Mesopotamia had generated doubts about their loyalty. This led, also in March
 1915, to a decision to send a battalion containing numbers of them to garrison
 Aden and Muscat, rather than to allow the unit to remain in the 30th Infantry
 Brigade when that formation was transferred from Egypt to Mesopotamia.13

 Concern about Muslim soldiers in general developed early in 1915. Uncer-
 tainty about how they would react to any jihad affecting the unadministered tribal
 areas caused the Government of India to maintain that it needed to retain Hindu

 troops in the Subcontinent.14 Similar doubt regarding Muslim soldiers influenced
 the treatment accorded to the 69th and 89th Punjabis for, on landing at Helles on
 the Gallipoli Peninsula in May, the two Muslim companies in each battalion were
 assigned to work on the beach, as it was considered that their steadfastness in the
 trenches fighting Turks could not be guaranteed:15 only Muslims in the 7th Indian

 7 The front endpaper to Charles Chenevix Trench, The Frontier Scours (London, 1986), offers a
 map of much of the North-West Frontier Province, indicates the frontier to the administered area, and
 demonstrates that Mohmand, Afridi, Wazir, Mahsud, and some other Pathans generally came from
 beyond the administered area, while Yusufzai and Khattak Pathans usually resided within it.

 8 Chenevix Trench, The Frontier Scouts , pp. 6, 27.
 9 The War Office, Statistics of the Military Effort of the British Empire during the Great War 1914-1920

 (London, 1922, reprinted by The Naval and Military Press), p. 381.
 10 Charles Chenevix Trench, The Indian Army and the King's Enemies 1900-1947 (London, 1988), p. 31.
 11 Philip Mason, A Matter of Honour: an account of the Indian Army y its officers and men (London,

 1986), p. 417; Chenevix Trench, The Indian Army , pp. 39-40; W. S. Thatcher, The Fourth Battalion
 Duke of Cconnaughť s Own Tenth Baluch Regiment in the Great War 129th D.C.O. Baluchis (Cambridge,
 1922, reprinted by The Naval and Military Press, 2007), pp. 57-61, 236.

 12 Mason, A Matter of Honour, p. 418; Chenevix Trench, The Indian Army , p. 39.
 13 Brig-Gen. F. J. Moberly, History of the Great War based on official documents: The Campaign in

 Mesopotamia 1914-1918 (London, 1923), i, pp. 160, 189 fin.
 14 Moberly, Mesopotamia , i, pp. 186-7.
 15 Brig-Gen. C. F. Aspinall-Oglander, History of the Great War , Military Operations , Gallipoli , i, Incep-

 tion of the campaign to May 1915 (London, 1929). p. 324, fn. 1.
 16 Brig.-Gen. C. A. L. Graham, The History of the Indian Mountain Artillery (Aldershot, 1957), p. 127.
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 Mountain Artillery Brigade were allowed to discharge their weapons.16 The uncer-
 tainty about the 69th and the 89th was such that both battalions were withdrawn to
 Egypt.17 This expedient, however, did not entirely solve the problem as Sir John
 Maxwell, the British military commander in what had become the political and
 diplomatic quagmire of Egypt,18 feared that Muslims in general would regard the
 withdrawal of the two battalions as a slight. Through the intervention of Lord
 Kitchener, the Secretary of State for War, therefore, the 69th and 89th Punjabis
 were sent to France.19

 Indian infantry regiments in France, in common with 'European' ones, suffered
 heavy casualties.20 Such losses created two special problems relating to the morale
 of Indian formations in particular. Firstly, British officers (BOs) accustomed to the
 religious, caste and ethnic Classes making up a regiment, were difficult to replace,
 as only twelve British Indian Army officers might serve in the field with each battal-
 ion following its departure from India.21 Thus, ten BOs embarked with the 110th
 Mahrattas when they sailed for Mesopotamia on 4 November 1914, the expectation
 being that two more BOs, then overseas, would rejoin.22 Secondly, finding suitable
 Class replacements for Indian casualties so as to maintain the authorized mix
 within a unit became an extremely complex, if not an almost insoluble problem.
 This was because the preferred pools from which recruits and replacements might
 be drawn were of limited size. The British identified fifteen groups as forming the
 chief fighting races of India in 1914. As early as 1 January 1915, it was estimated
 that 72% of the potential pool of Dogras had been recruited, together with 37% of
 the Jat Sikhs and 31% of the Punjabi Musalmans.23 This made it impossible fully to
 maintain the Class composition of an infantry regiment, as changes in that of the
 129th Baluchis demonstrate. On the outbreak of war, the Regiment was made up of
 two Punjabi Mohammedan or Musalman companies and six Pathan ones, of which
 three were comprised of Mahsuds, two of Afridis and one of Mohmands.24 By
 1 July 1915, because of the casualties it had suffered in France, it was organised as
 one company with seven British and eight Indian officers and 195 Other Ranks. It
 received reinforcements from five other regiments, as well as an entire company
 from the 126th Bombay Infantry. These enabled it to be reconstituted by 1 August

 17 Brig-Gen. C. F. Aspinall-Oglander, History of the Great War, Military Operations , Gallipoli , ii, May
 1915 to the evacuation (London, 1932), p. 32, fn.l.

 18 John Marlowe, Anglo-Egyptian Relations 1800-1956 (second edition, London, 1965), pp. 212-
 218.

 19 Lt-Gen. Sir George MacMunn and Capt. Cyril Falls, History of the Great War , Military Operations ,
 Egypt and Palestine from the outbreak of war with Germany to June 1917 (London, 1928), p. 58.

 20 Byron Farwell, Armies of the Raj: from the Mutiny to Independence, 1858-1947 (New York, 1989),
 p. 253.

 21 Anon., . . . (Wilde's), p. 85.
 22 Anon., Historical Record: 110th Mahratta Light Infantry during the Great War 1914-1918 (reprinted

 Uckfield, East Sussex, 2007), p. 1.
 23 The War Office, Statistics , p. 381.
 24 Appendix VI, 'Note on the composition of the Regiment', by Lt.-Col. H. V. Lewis, in Thatcher,

 129th DCO Baluchis , 234.
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 as a three-company regiment made up of nine British and 15 Indian officers and
 480 ORs, with one company of Punjabi Mohammedans and another of Pathans. Ten
 days later, a company was brought in from the 124th Bombay Infantry, together
 with additional men from the 84th Punjabis.25

 These complex casualty replacement problems could not be overcome while,
 from a High Command perspective, it was becoming essential to withdraw Indian
 infantry regiments from France. The need to do so was demonstrated by behaviour
 within the 129th Baluchis which indicated a serious loss of morale. Having been
 reinforced, it spent six weeks in an unpleasant sector prior to launching an assault
 which was to be made on 25 September as a diversionary measure when the Loos
 offensive opened. On the evening of 21 September five men, probably Pathans,
 deserted and their company was withdrawn. Then, in the course of the night prior
 to the projected assault, when it was known that the German wire was still intact
 and machine gun emplacements were untouched, considerable casualties were
 experienced by the remaining three companies, largely involving arm wounds
 generated as enemy bullets skimmed the trench parapets, in effect self-generated if
 not technically self-inflicted wounds. The assault was interdicted by an enemy
 counter barrage, and the Regiment was permanently withdrawn from the Line by
 noon that day.26 Fortunately, before morale totally collapsed in the Indian Corps, it
 was possible, late in 1915, to re-assign Indian infantry regiments from France to
 generally less immediately stressful operational areas such as Egypt, Mesopotamia
 and East Africa.27

 Operations against the Germans in East Africa did not generate any doubts
 about the loyalty of Indian Muslim troops committed to fighting there. Hence, the
 129th Baluchis and the 40th Pathans went from France to East Africa,28 joining
 among others the 29th Punjabis and 130th Baluchis and a number of Indian Im-
 perial Service formations,29 the latter drawn from among the 23,077 Indian officers,
 non-commissioned officers and men serving in Indian States' forces on 1 January
 1915. 30 Sickness afflicted all troops in the region. It caused large numbers of South
 African troops to be withdrawn from late 1916, followed by the 2nd Rhodesia Regi-
 ment31 and the two British battalions present until late in 1916 and early in 1917.
 Sickness was compounded by difficulties experienced in supplying suitable rations
 to Indian troops, which contributed to the decision to withdraw most of them also
 at the end of 19 17. 32 Although it was agreed in mid-July of that year to send two
 fresh Indian battalions to replace two worn out units, presumably the British battal-

 25 Thatcher, 129th DC O Baluchis , pp. 61-64.
 26 Thatcher, 129th DCO Baluchis , pp. 68-71, 224.
 27 Chenevix Trench, The Indian Army , pp. 43-4.
 28 Chenevix Trench, The Indian Army , p. 67.
 29 Lt-Col. H. Moyse-Bartlett, The King's African Rifles: a study in the military history of East and Central

 Africa. , 1840-1945 (Aldershot, 1956), pp. 268, 278, 289, and 309, fii.l.
 30 BPP, 1914-1916 (298) xlix 75, . . . Progress and Condition . . . 1913-14 , p. 122.
 31 Lt-Col. A. E. Capell, The 2nd Rhodesia Regiment in East Africa (London, 1923), p. 102, Appendix I,

 provides details of sickness rates.
 32 Moyse-Bartlett, The King's African Rifles , p. 332.
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 ions, the Government of India had already concluded that Indian troops were
 unsuited to service in East Africa,33 just as 'European' ones were at that time. Dis-
 ease, the matter of suitable rations, the attitude of the Government of India, and
 the rapid expansion of the King's African Rifles during 1917 had more to do with
 the Africanization of the infantry for the remainder of the East African campaign
 from November 1917 than any doubts about the fighting qualities of Indian troops
 or any conscious decision to Africanize the campaign by Major-General J. L. van
 Deventer.34 Muslim artillerymen were among those retained in theatre, for Punjabi
 Musalmans and Sikhs equally made up the sections of the 22nd Derajat Mountain
 Battery (Frontier Force) and they were not withdrawn from occupied German East
 Africa until late November and late December 19 18. 35

 Doubt about the loyalty of those Indian Muslim soldiers who were Trans-Border
 Pathans had degenerated into manifest distrust towards the end of 1 9 1 6, for the last
 Mahsuds to reinforce the 129th Baluchis joined the regiment in German East Africa
 on 11 December 19 16. 36 The distrust extended to Cis-Frontier or Trans-Indus

 Pathans one year later, for no Pathans were sent to Mesopotamia after 19 17. 37 Lack
 of trust in them was generated in part by conditions within the North-West Fron-
 tier Province and beyond the international frontiers to the west. Concern over the
 security of the region had mounted almost from the inception of hostilities in Europe
 for, by 16 September 1914, the German Government was responding actively to a
 suggestion from the Turkish leader, Enver Pasha, to send an expedition to induce
 the Amir of Afghanistan to invade India. The suggestion was taken up, and an
 expedition set out under the leadership of Oskar von Niedermayer, who reached
 Herat with a much reduced party on 24 August 1915. However, by then, the Amir
 had informed the Viceroy of India of his intention to remain neutral.

 The Government of India, by the time Niedermayer began to withdraw his
 party from Kabul on 21 May 19 16, 38 had ample cause to be concerned also about
 conditions in Eastern and Southern Persia and the Persian Gulf. These were areas

 for which the Indian Political Service had some responsibility. Turkish activity initi-
 ated in October 1914 was held to have provoked a rebellion in Muscat in January
 1915. From February 1915, British attention focused on the actions of German
 consuls and agents in Southern Persia, including those of Wassmuss, whom the
 Nazis came to identify as their T. E. Lawrence. By December 1915, the British had
 ample cause for concern about the Indo-Persian frontier adjacent to the tribal areas

 33 Brig-Gen. F. J. Moberly, History of the Great War based on official documents The Campaign in
 Mesopotamia 1914-1918 , iv, (London, 1927), p. 18.

 34Farwell, Armies of the Raj , pp. 253; Moyse-Bartlett, The King* s African Rifles , pp. 389 and 701,
 Appendix E.

 35 Graham, Indian Mountain Artillery , p. 224; Anon., Historical Record of 22nd Mountain Battery
 (Frontier Force) (reprinted by The Naval and Military Press, Uckfield, 2005), pp. 82-3.

 36 Thatcher, 129th DCO Baluchis , pp. 225, 235.
 37 Graham, Indian Mountain Artillery , p. 202.
 38 Brig.-Gen. F. J. Moberly, History of the Great War based on official documents, Operations in Persia

 1914-1919 (London: Imperial War Museum/Her Majesty's Stationery Office, 1987), pp. 74-5, 94-6,
 171.
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 in Mekran and Baluchistan.39 The security of the entire western frontier of British
 India was in doubt.

 It is not clear how far Frontier unrest was attributable to German activity rather
 than to inherent and ongoing local instability. Niedermayer had been accompanied
 by seven Afridis, and at least one deserter from France subsequently provoked a
 response among Afridis and Mahsuds.40 Initially Afridis were induced by double
 allowances to remain quiet. However, mullahs on both sides of the border began to
 preach jihad, stimulating desertion from the British Indian Army by Trans-Frontier
 tribesmen. Attacks on the Tochi and Kurram were being launched from Khost across
 the Durand Line that masqueraded as the international frontier with Afghanistan
 by March 1915. Mohmands in their thousands invaded the Peshawar District in
 April and again in October, by which time unrest had developed in Swat while
 Mahsuds raided Dera Ismail Khan frequently and together with Wazirs attacked
 Bannu.41 It was not until operations were mounted by the Waziristan Field Force
 against the Mohmands in May and the Mahsuds in June 1917 that what passed for
 peace on the Frontier was restored.42

 Indian infantrymen and, following their withdrawal from France in February
 191 843 cavalrymen also, were called upon to fight beyond India's frontiers, pri-
 marily in Palestine and Mesopotamia from the beginning of 1918. By late February,
 emphasis was being placed on Palestine as the potentially more advantageous field
 of deployment for Indian units. By late April, following the movement of metro-
 politan British troops out of Palestine to France as a consequence of the German
 March offensive there, Indian battalions in Mesopotamia were being denuded of
 trained troops in order to provide fifteen replacement battalions for Palestine. This
 fact, combined with the need to engage in additional railway construction and to
 await the advent of cooler weather, led to a decision to postpone operations in
 Mesopotamia until mid-September 19 18. 44

 Meanwhile, troops were also sent directly from India to Egypt, en route to
 Palestine. Such was the case with the 110th Mahratta Light Infantry. The Regi-
 ment had been reconstituted eventually after the loss of the original battalion at Kut
 al Amara in April 1916 and, despite having few trained soldiers, it sailed from
 Karachi in three parties from 1 1 May 1918, to re-assemble at Tel el Kebir in Egypt
 on 1 June. In mid-June, the battalion moved up into Palestine. It was stationed near
 Ramallah by 28 June, and on 14 July a composite company was put into the Line

 39 Moberly, Operations in Persia , pp. 51-2, 54-5, 136-7; Hans Lührs, Gegenspieler des obersten Lawrence
 (Berlin, 1936).

 40 Werner Otto von Hentig, Mein Leben - Eine Deinstreise (Göttingen, 1963), p. 125; BPP, 1918 [Cd
 9162] xviii 589, Statement exhibiting the Moral and Matena I Progress and Condition of India duńng the
 Year 1916-1917. pp. 70-1.

 41 BPP, 1917-1918 (136) xxiv 559, Statement exhibiting the Moral and Material Progress and Con-
 dition of India during the Year 1915-16 , pp. 57-8.

 42 BPP, 1919 (143) xxxviii 489, Statement exhibiting the Moral and Material Progress and Condition of
 India during the Year 1917-18 , p. 4.

 43 Major F. G. Cardew, Hodson's Horse 1857-1922 (Uckfield: The Naval and Military Press reprint,
 2006

 44 Moberly, Mesopotamia , iv, pp. 1 13-1 14, 167-8, 175.
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 to gain combat experience. Until it arrived at Ramallah, the Battalion was made up
 of Class companies, evidently two of Konkani Mahrattas and one each of Dekhani
 Mahrattas and Dekhani Mussulmans. At Ramallah, an order was received requiring
 the formation of composite companies, each consisting of two platoons of Konkani
 Mahrattas, one of Dekhani Mahrattas and one of Dekhani Mussulmans.45

 It is not clear why composite companies were formed, nor whether the 110th
 Mahratta Light Infantry was uniquely affected among Regular Indian Army infantry
 regiments in Palestine. The order may have sprung from a desire to distribute more
 evenly what few trained soldiers there were in the Battalion. Alternatively, it may
 have been given so as to distribute Muslims in platoons across companies and
 thereby reduce any risk of disaffection by them when they went into action against
 Muslim Turks. That would indicate deep-seated distrust of Indian Muslim soldiers
 on the part of the High Command.

 The latter explanation appears to be the most likely one, for two reasons. First,
 9th Hodson's Horse was led into the battle of Megiddo on 19 September 1918 not
 by D (Pathan) Squadron,46 but rather by a D Squadron comprised of a mixture of
 Classes. Immediately after the breakthrough was achieved on that day, the right,
 advanced patrol of D Squadron was led by Dafadar (Indian Cavalry Sergeant)
 Mehtab Singh,47 either a Sikh or a Dogra, far too junior to command Pathans. In
 this instance, it cannot be suggested that the re-organization reflected a need to dis-
 tribute trained soldiers more evenly because the Regiment's casualties in France
 had been light.48 Second, the formation of multi-Class companies and squadrons in
 the 1 10th Mahratta Light Infantry and 9th Hodson's Horse respectively occurred at
 the same time as the increasing Indianization of the forces in Palestine49 caused four
 of the five remaining British Divisions to be re-organized to conform to the brigade
 structure in vogue in the Army in India in peacetime; the available British Yeo-
 manry regiments being used to permit the re-formation of the Indian cavalry divi-
 sions brought in from France.50 Thus Hodson's Horse was placed in the 13th Cavalry
 Brigade of the 5th Indian Cavalry Division together with 1 Gloucestershire Yeo-
 manry to hold it to its duty. Similarly, the 6th King Edward's Own Cavalry became
 part of the 12th Cavalry Brigade in the 4th Indian Cavalry Division, in which
 1 Staffordshire Yeomanry watched over both it and the 19th Lancers.51

 That the distrust was widespread is suggested by what took place in Meso-
 potamia. There, the 104th Wellesley's Rifles, resurrected also like the 110th after
 the original Regiment fell into Turkish hands when the forces at Kut al Amara

 45 (xx) Anon., 110th Mahratta Light Infantry , pp. 60, 72-8.
 46 (xxi) Chenevix Trench, The Indian Army, p. 94.
 47 Major F. G. Cardew, Hodson's Horse 1857-1922 (Uckfield: The Naval and Military Press, reprinted

 2006), pp. 200-201.
 48 Cardew, Hodson's Horse , pp. 166, 168, 180, 379.
 49 Captain Cyril Falls, History of the Great War Military Operations in Egypt and Palestine from June

 1917 to the end of the War , Part II (London, 1930), pp. 412-18.
 50 Field Marshal Lord Carver, The National Army Museum Book of the Turkish Front 1914-1918: the

 campaigns at Gallipoli, in Mesopotamia and in Palestine (London, 2003), p. 231; Major-General Gurcharn
 Singh Sandhu, I Serve (Ich Dien): saga of The Eighteenth Cavalry (New Delhi, 1991), p. 86.

 51 Chenevix Trench, The Indian Army , p. 92.
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 capitulated, was used to train Classes other than the Rajputs, Jats and Punjabi
 Mussalmans who normally filled its ranks. Soon after it was mobilized for service in
 Mesoptamia, it received 102 Kumaonis whom it was expected to train in order to
 provide the nucleus for a Kumaon battalion. At the beginning of January, 1918, the
 Kumaonis left, soon to be replaced by a company of Manipuris, attached for train-
 ing as an abnormal fifth rifle company because of language difficulties. Then, in
 March, the Regiment became part of the 56th Brigade. Ostensibly because it had
 joined a Field Brigade, the 104th was ordered to re-organize into the, by now, cus-
 tomary four rifle companies, and to do so by amalgamating the Rajput and Punjabi
 Mussalman companies into one.52 Yet again, Indian Muslim infantrymen were placed
 in a multi-Class company.

 Did doubts persist about the loyalty of Muslim soldiers, or was military effi-
 ciency the issue by June 1918? A definitive answer requires additional evidence.

 It is evident that the loyalty of some Muslim soldiers was in doubt very soon
 after hostilities commenced in 1914. Once Indian troops began to fight in France
 and Flanders, the behaviour of some Trans-Frontier Pathans gave cause for doubt
 about their loyalty. This increased as a consequence of German activity in the
 Persian Gulf, eastern Persia and Afghanistan, as unrest developed in the non-
 administered tribal areas of the North-West Frontier Province of India, stimulated
 in part by Pathans closely associated with the Germans. Active distrust of Trans-
 Frontier Pathans had emerged by the end of 1916, as the Class structure of re-
 inforcements sent to the 129th Baluchis in German East Africa reveals. This active

 distrust extended to Cis-Frontier or Trans-Indus Pathans also by the end of 1917,
 after which they were no longer sent to Mesopotamia. Why this was so cannot be
 fully explained merely by reference to frontier unrest nor by maintaining that Cis-
 Frontier Pathan attitudes never involved loyalty to the Raj.53 More importantly,
 no satisfactory explanation other than distrust can be offered for placing Muslim
 soldiers in multi-Class squadrons and companies in Mesopotamia and Palestine in
 the late spring or early summer of 1918. This was especially so in Mesopotamia, for
 Muslim soldiers had been fighting there against the Turks under the leadership of
 the Sunni Caliph of Islam since 1914, notwithstanding ihtfatwa issued by the Sheikh
 ul Islam on 11 November 1914 and the Jihad proclaimed by the Sultan as Caliph
 three days later.54

 The evidence presented causes other issues to emerge. One is that Indian troops
 were used repeatedly to fill gaps in the metropolitan 'British' Army's Order of Bat-
 tle. Such was the case in France and Flanders from late September 191455 following
 decisions taken on 25 and 27 August 19 14, 56 at Gallipoli from May 1915, and from
 the inception of operations in Egypt, Mesopotamia and German East Africa. This
 policy applied equally to the use of cavalry as well as of infantry regiments. Though

 52 Cardew, Hodson's Horse , pp. 126, 207-10.
 53 Chenevix Trench, The Frontier Scouts , p. 6.
 54 MacMunn and Falls, Egypt and Palestine . . . to June 191 7, p. 18.
 55 Merewether and Smith, The Indian Corps , p. 15.
 56 Jeffrey Greenhut, ťThe Imperial Reserve: the Indian Corps on the Western Front, 1 914-15% in

 The Journal of Imperial and Commonwealth History XII (1983), p. 54.
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 it demonstrates that gaps were filled, it does not indicate why one might be created,
 as was the case early in 1918. Then, even though a major German attack leading
 perhaps to a breakthrough was anticipated by March 1918 on the Western Front,57
 the Ambala Brigade of Indian Cavalry with others was withdrawn in February and
 sent to Palestine.58 Several explanations may be offered to explain the transfer. One
 that arises when mounting suspicion of all Indian Muslim soldiers is acknowledged,
 is that Indian cavalrymen as a body could be counted on to hold a line as infantry
 in quiet zones or to advance mounted, but not to engage in a fighting retreat. In
 Palestine either an active defence or an advance, but not a retreat, was anticipated.
 Therefore, the cavalry was transferred to avoid a potential, rather than an actual,
 failure.

 That advances rather than retreats were expected, may explain why partially-
 trained Indian troops were committed to the field both in Palestine and Meso-
 potamia. Thus, when the 110th Mahratta Light Infantry sailed for Egypt en route
 to Palestine in May 1918, many men had yet to fire a rifle.59 Similarly, when the
 104th Wellesley's Rifles received orders on 7 July 1917 to mobilize for service in
 Mesopotamia, they were reinforced temporarily by 102 Kumaonis, whose training
 they were to complete, only to have these men replaced by an untrained Manipuri
 company in January 19 18. 60 Green troops would probably break when attacked in
 strength, but might well be induced to advance. Therefore, they might safely be
 employed, if adequately controlled, in Mesopotamia and Palestine.

 The manner in which Manipuris were committed to participation in field oper-
 ations in Mesopotamia serves to highlight another issue. Manipur was one of the
 Indian Princely States. Therefore the company was presumably an Imperial Service
 one. Its virtual absorption into the 104th Wellesley's Rifles when the Rajput and
 Punjabi Musalman companies of that Regiment were amalgamated, thus serves to
 illuminate the seriousness of the recruiting problem in India, then being felt so
 severely in the Punjab.61 It was to alleviate that problem that Manipuris, Kumaonis
 and 73 other new Classes had been identified since the outbreak of the war as suffi-

 ciently 'martial' to justify their enlistment.62
 Finally, the retention of the 22nd Derajat Mountain Battery raises two issues.

 One relates to who used what weapons against the Germans in eastern Africa. The
 other concerns British intentions regarding the future employment of the users of
 those weapons. Both demand attention. However, neither can be examined satis-
 factorily at this juncture.

 57 John Terraine, Douglas Haig: the educated soldier (London, 2005), pp. 395-400.
 58 Cardew, Hodson's Horse , p. 183.
 59 Anon., 1 10th Mahratta Light Infantry, p. 74.
 60 Tames, Rajputana Rifles , pp. 208-209.
 61 BPP, 1919 (143) xxxviii 489: . . . Progress and Condition . . . 1917-18 , pp. 10, 42.
 62 Edwin Latter, 'the Indian Army in Mesopotamia 1914-1918, Part III, success and reasons for

 success: War Office intention and Indian Reforms', in JSAHR LXXII (1994), p. 233.
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